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Outline

I Introduction to Poverty and Welfare State
I What is poverty

I Minimum Income Scheme - Means-Testing in 
Contemporary Welfare States

I Four Explanations of Poverty

I Three Basic Income Proposals
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Poverty and Social Policy

I Key concern in social policy

I Poor laws and early industrialisation – first research on pauperisation 
of large parts of population 

I Definition and measurement of poverty 

I Life and Labour of the People in London (Charles Booth, end of 
19th century)

I A Study of Town Life (Seebohm Rowntree, in York end of 19th 
century)

I Qualitative and quantitative 

I Unacceptable state of affair

I Something has to be done

I Academic and political issue
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How to define poverty?

I Academic and political debate interfere

I Absolute and relative poverty

I Social exclusion and deprivation
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Absolute and relative poverty

I Absolute poverty: being without the essentials of life, subsistence 
poverty (Rowntree)

I Essential of life?

I Relative poverty: proportion of average income

‘Individuals, families and groups can be said to be in poverty when they 
lack the resources to obtain the types of diet, participate in the 
activities and have the living conditions and amenities which are 
customary, or at least are widely encouraged and approved, in the 
societies to which they belong.’ (Townsend 1979)

I Question of cut-off point, EU-Silc – 60% of median-equivalised-
income – at risk of poverty

I As long as income inequality, some people will be always poor

I At-risk-of-poverty-gap
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At-risk-of-poverty, 60% median-equivalised income, an 
example
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Social Exclusion and Deprivation

I Not only income

‘Their resources are so seriously below those commanded by the average 
individual or family that they, in effect, excluded from ordinary living patterns, 
customs and activities.’ (Townsend, 1979)

I Micro and macro level

‘Social exclusion is a rupturing of the social bond. It is a process of declining 
participation, access, and solidarity. At the social level it reflects inadequate 
social cohesion or integration. At the individual level, it refers to the incapacity 
to participate in normatively expected social activities and to build meaningful 
social relations.’ (Silver 2006, 4411)

I Consumption (goods and services), production (participating in valuable 
activity), political engagement (local, national) and social interaction (family, 
friends, community)

I Time aspect
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Critique 

I Participation

I Capabilities

I Wealth /Income distribution

I Voice and agency of the poor
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Minimum Income Guarantees 

I Residual role after market and family

I Mostly means-tested and conditional 

I Second class citizenship (R.M. Titmuss)

‘One fundamental historical reason for the adoption of this principle was the 
aim of making services available and accessible to the whole population 
in such ways as would not involve users in any humiliating loss of status, 
dignity or self-respect. There should be no sense of inferiority, pauperism, 
shame or stigma in the use of a publicly provided service’ (1968)

‘The major positive achievement which has resulted from the creation of 
direct, universalist, social services in kind has been the erosion of formal 
discriminatory barriers. One publicly approved standard of service, 
irrespective of income, class or race, replaced the double standard which 
invariably meant second-class services for second-class citizen.’ (1965)
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Means-Testing

I Eligibility to a benefit/service depends on the means 
of a person – lack of assets (income) calls for need

I Pros: targeted benefit lowers the cost, those in need 
I Cons: 

I Stigma, low political support (middle classes), redistribution 
(who pays?)

I Access (take-up rate), administrative costs and entitlement

I Poverty Trap (effective marginal tax rates)
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Means-Testing and Take-Up 

I 50-80% take-up rate (Eardley 1996, Hernanz 2004)

I Reasons of Non-Take-Up

I Design of Benefit: Complex and tricky regulations, high discretion, 
strict income- and means-test, top-up of other benefit, stigmatised 
group, initiative of entitled person

I Administration:  service-orientation, percipience of every claimant 
as ‘potential scrounger’, collaboration between administrations, 
information policy, forms

I Behaviour of Entitled: social and psychological factors, fear of 
stigmatisation, treatment by administrators, wrong or partial 
information, bureaucratic hurdles, previous experiences and costs and 
benefits (length of procedure, length of receipt, amount of benefit,…)
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Conditionality: Workfare, activation

I re-commodify more groups in the labour market 

I in a broad sense : promoting labour market participation; 

I in a narrow sense, requirements and conditions laid on an individual 
to engage in waged work or participate in work-related training and 
education 

I means-tested minimum income scheme - right to a benefit is tied to 
obligations in return 

I high road: welfare, capabilities, human capital/investment, enabling 
and integration 

I low road: to get people off benefits asap, through approaches labelled 
as workfare, work-first, demanding, conditional and disciplining or 
negative incentives 
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 Distributional effects of different systems
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Four Explanations of Poverty 

I Poverty as a form of injustice

I But what causes poverty and how to solve it 
I Right wing perspective: Behavioural and Pathological

I individual

I Conservative: Culture of Dependency 
I Social and individual

I Social democratic: Fault of Government
I Institutional limitations

I Socialist/egalitarians: Structural constraints
I Part of the economic system 
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Right wing: Behavioural and Pathological

I Charles Murray (1984)’ scrapping (of) the entire federal welfare and 
income-support structure for working-aged persons’

I Law of imperfect selection: also non-deserving

How to create benefits without providing for the non-deserving?

I Unintended reward and net harm – instead of work

‘rational agents – try to attain the most without effort’

I Poor are lazy/indigence – self-responsible, individual

I Now also poor are genetically inferior – determined, biological

I Tension between both accounts

I Thomas R. Malthus – overpopulation (hunger, disease …)

I Critique: no account of structural explanations, ?inferior genes?
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Conservative: Cycle of deprivation

I Socialization  - family and immediate community lack right morals and 
values 

I ‘If participation in workfare is stringently enforced, the passive nature 
of welfare may finally change.’ (Mead 1992, 183)

I Welfare: lose of work ethic, responsibility and self-help

I Marriage and work-ethic has to be re-enforced 
I Lone mothers and unemployed youth – a lost generation?

I  Re-introduce rights and obligations, culture of return, responsibility

I  Disciplinary workfare programmes, lowering of benefits

I Critique: ‘victim’s fault?’, socioeconomic situation, different culture? – 
‘othering’ and re-categorization in the discourse 
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Social Democratic: Fault of Government

I Failure of policies and institutions that were set up to alleviate 
poverty – limitation of welfare state/social policy

I Sometimes even detrimental effects

I Reasons for that failure

I Multiple dimension and causes of poverty – time, money 
and re-elections

I Path Dependency – institutional design, poverty policy 
design

I Critique from right: individual’s responsibility

I Critique from left: structural constraints, construction of poor 
and non-poor
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Socialist/egalitarians: Structural constraints

I Economical/capitalist interests 

I Limitation of collective action /democracy

I Marxist: poverty is functional of capitalist system (reserve army of labour) 
(C. Offe, Polanyi) – strategic condition

(1) pool of workers in periods of economic growth, minimum support in 
periods of economic decline 

(2) disciplining – undesirable condition, subjection to capitalism

‘As for relief programs themselves, the historical pattern is clearly not one of 
progressive liberalization; it is rather a record of periodically expanding 
and contracting relief rolls as the system performs its two main functions: 
maintaining civil order and enforcing work.’ (Piven & Cloward, 1972, xv)

I Fatalism – no way to escape? 
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Poverty Relief in Comparative Perspective

Minimum 
Income

Earned 
Income Tax 
(Working 
Tax Credit)

Negative 
Income 
Tax

Uncon
ditional 
Basic 
Income

Partici
pation 
Income 

Contribution 
Based

N N N N N

MeansTest Y Y Y N N

Individual 
Entitlement

N 
household

N N Y Y

Accummu
lation

N Y partially Y Y

Conditions Y, job 
search

Y, employ
ment

N N Y, 
community 
work
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Three distinctive proposals for basic income

I Charles Murray

I Milton Friedman
I Erik Olin Wright –
I What are the distinctions? How would the proposal 

effect poor people’s circumstances? Where to 
place them – ideologically, their ideas on poverty? 

I How would it change the current welfare state 
system?
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Charles Murray

I Reflection on his work on underclass – detrimental effect of welfare state: 
dependency

I 10,000 $ a year, no other targeted benefits or services (but education, …), tax 
after earned income exceeds 25,000 a year, at 21

I Savings, as other welfare benefits and services are abolished, low 
administration

I Minimum ceiling for everyone (retirees and employed), enforced health 
insurance

I Distinction in deserving and undeserving 
I Hard-working low-income, retirees, disabled, long-term care
I Criminals, single mothers, indigent unemployed young male 

I Marginal effect on work effort, lower hours of work
I No interference of welfare administration; individuals, families and 

communities
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Milton Friedman – negative income tax

I Alleviate poverty (not in specific programmes) and 
no interference in markets (abolish minimum wage)

I Personal freedom and dignity 
I Targeted support – low costs (compared to basic)
I Reduced disincentive not to work, reduced ‘welfare 

trap’
I Majority – minority problem of tax and voting 

I Abolish welfare administration
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Erik Olin Wright

I Equality, democracy and sustainability

I   aims: strengthening the power of labour to capital, decommodifying 
labour power, strengthening the power to civil society

I Generosity as a key

I Relief of tight labour markets, strike funds

I No compulsion to enter labour market – decommodification

I Resources 

I Time to social activities- social economy- free to choose workplace 
and labour conditions

I Only income programmes abolished, minimum wage legislation

I Strengthening of social power

I Limiting economic and state power
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Welfare State – Feasibility of Generous Basic 
income

I Crowding out effect 
I Budgetary constraints

I Labour market participation  /effect on

I Activation

I Strengthening of Employee’s/Capitalism position

I Role of state and welfare administration
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Some links

I Milton Friedman – 

I https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtpgkX588nM

I Erik Olin Wright

I https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-KcHtYCtTs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtpgkX588nM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-KcHtYCtTs
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